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Abstract- The number of major road accidents that occur per day is on an increase and most of them are attributed 

to be the driver’s fault. In step with a United States of America survey it's reported that in 2016, over thirty large 

integer road accidents occurred and that had over three large integer major injuries. The foremost fascinating issue 

is that in this survey, it's as long as seventieth accidents happened due to fatigue driving. The objective of this 

project is to build a drowsiness detection system that will detect that a person’s eyes are closed for a few seconds 

or a person is yawning. This system will alert the driver when drowsiness is detected. The operating of this method 

will be divided into 2 parts: Detecting or Localizing the face And Predicting the landmarks of necessary regions 

within the detected face. Pursuing the visual object estimates the target area across the frame of the image 

sequence, given the initial position of the target within the previous frame, and Looking at the blink of an eye, this 

state of attention is required as open or closed. If the state of eye changes from closed to open, it indicates a watch 

blinking after that To observe the yawning motion by activity the scale of the mouth. To live the scale of the 

mouth, 1st capture the contour of the mouth by mistreatment contour finding algorithmic rule. If the peak is bigger 

than a precise threshold then it will imply that someone is taking yawning. After all this observation In warning 

system we tend to set the time and no. of eye blinking and number of yawning in some amounts of your time. We 

tend to set the alert system that may alert driver if driver blink the eyes and yawning once more and once more in 

brief amount of your time. By combining the features of the eyes and mouth, the App can alert the driver using a 

fatigue warning. The experimental results showed that App achieved around 92% accuracy 


